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Abstract

We consider the s-channel R-parity-violating production of a single
light top squark;l andits subsequent R-parity-conservingdecay. For
masses in the range 180-325 GeV, and l?-parity-violating couplings
A!&>O.02-O.05, we show that discovery ofthe topsquark impossible
with 2fb-1 of integrated lurninosityat mull. Ifno evidence for the
top squarkis found, the bound onA!Jj can be reduced byup toan
order ofmaguitude with existing data from run Ij and by two orders
of magnitude at run II.

In supersymmetric extensions of the standard model, the bounds on pos-
sible l?-parity-violating couplings are relatively restrictive for the first two
generations of quarks and leptons, but much less so for states of the third

generation [1]. If R-parity (&) is conserved, as is often assumed, superpart-
ners must be produced in pairs. In many models, the squarks and gluinos
are relatively heavy, and therefore their pair production incurs a large phase
space suppression at the energy of the Tevatron. In this report, the s-channel

production of a single squark through an ~-violating mechanism [2] is con-
sidered. Our motivation is that the greater phase space offsets the reduced
coupling strength in the production. We focus on the relatively light top
squark ~1 and its subsequent &conserving decays [3]. The ~ violation
penalty is paid only once, in the initial production, and is offset by the

greater phase space relative to pair production.

We choose one clean ~-conserving decay mode, ;I 4 b~~, with ~~ +
1+ + v + ~~. Here, 1 is an electron or muon, and the ~~ and ~~ are the
chargino and lowest-mass neutralino states of the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM). For top-squark masses in the range of 180–325
GeV, we simulate both the signal and standard model background processes
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and thereby show that the top squark can be discovered, or the current

bound on the size of the ~-violating coupling X& can be reduced by up to

one order of magnitude with existing data and by two orders of magnitude
at the forthcoming run II of the Fermilab Tevatron [3].

In general it is possible to have ~-violating contributions to the MSSM

superpotential of the baryon- or lepton-number violating type. However,

limits on the proton decay rate severely restrict their simultaneous presence.
We therefore assume the existence of a baryon-number-violating coupling
only of the form [4]

(1)

Here, U: and D: are right-handed-quark singlet chiral superfields, i, j, k are
generation indices, and c denotes charge conjugation. For production of a

right-handed top squark via an s-channel diagram ~jd% - iii the relevant
couplings are A;lz, A#13, and A{Z3. The current best limits on these couplings
come from experiments at the CERN Large Electron Positron Collider (LEP).
Measurement of I&, the partial decay width to hadrons over the partial decay
width to leptons of the Z boson, limits the values of ~~ij to be less than
approximately 1–2 [1].

The color- and spin-averaged partonic cross section for qq’ + i- is

(2)

where W is the partonic center of mass energy, and ~ relates the right-
and left -handed top-squark interaction states to the mass eigenst ates. The

hadronic cross section depends on the following combinations of incident
parton distribution functions (PDF’s): d @s, d@ h, and s @6, where d, s, and
b denote the PDF’s of the down, strange, and bottom quarks, respectively.
We assume X& = & = A~23 ~ A“. Our numerical results represent the

sum of ;I and ;I production.
The mass dependence of the cross sections for single and pair production

of top squarks at the Fermilab Tevatron (~ = 2 TeV) differ significantly, as
shown in Fig. 1. The curves are based on CTEQ4L leading order parton dis-
tribution functions [5] and A“ = 0.1, an order of magnitude below the current
limit. In fact, A“ can be smaller by an additional order of magnitude and
the single-top-squark
if m< > 100 GeV.

cross section will still exceed that for pair production
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Figure 1: Cross section for &-violating production of a single top-squark at
run II of the Tevatron (A&j = 0.1) compared with the cross section for &.-
conserving production of pairs. Both cross sections are computed at leading
order.

In the ~-conserving MSSM, the up-type squark @ can decay into charginos
and neutralinos via the two-body processes ti~ a dk + ~~ (j = 1,2) and
iik-+uk+~~(j = 1,2,3, 4). Three body modes are possible, including

~1 e W+ + b + ~~, which is similar to decay into the top quark (followed
by top decay to W+ +6) but softer; and ~’ -+ c + ~~ via a flavor-changing

loop process. The squark can also decay into a gluino plus a quark if allowed
cinematically.

With baryon-number-violating terms present, the top squark can also de-
cay into quark pairs via the A“ couplings. The branching fraction into two
jets is shown in Fig. 2. If A“ is large, the decay to quark jets dominates. How-

ever, as shown below, the &-conserving decay still produces a measurable
and useful cross section.

For the remainder of this study, we focus on the two-body decay mode [6]
El + b + ~~, with ~+ ~ 1 + v + ~~. Here, 1 denotes an electron or muon,
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Figure2: Branching ratio for the top squarkto decay into twojets via the

R-parity-violating coupling ~’’asafunction of the coupling.

which usually comes from a W. We expect ~~ to undergo an &-violating
decay outside of the detector, so it is treated as stable for our purposes.

A minimal supergravity model [7] is adopted to obtain the relevant masses

and decay branching fractions. We begin with common scalar and fermion
masses of m~ = 100 GeV and ml/2 = 150 GeV, respectively, at the GUT

scale. We choose a trilinear coupling AO = –300 GeV and the ratio of
the Higgs vacuum expectation values tan/3 = 4. The absolute value of the
Higgs mass parameter p is fixed by electroweak symmetry breaking and is
assumed positive. Superpartner masses and decay widths are calculated with
ISAJET [8]. At the weak scale, m~ = 183 GeV, m~y = 55 GeV, and m;: =
103 GeV. In order to isolate the effects of the ~-violating sector, we vary
m. and keep the other supersymmetric parameters fixed. Since the gaugino
masses depend primarily on the choice of ml/2, variation of m. allows us to

vary m;l without any appreciable change in the masses of the decay products.
For the four-body decay mode of interest, the signal consists of a tagged

b-quark jet, a lepton, and missing transverse energy associated with the unob-
served neut rino and ~~. The dominant backgrounds, in order of import ante,
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Tablel: Cuts used tosimulate theacceptance of thedetector atthe Temtron
run 11, and run I (in parentheses if different). The lepton veto (E~z < 45

GeV) is optimized for small top-squark mass.

!%’b] <2 (1) ETb >40 GeV

lwI <2.5 (1.1) ET*> 15 GeV (2o GeV)
Iqj[ <2.5 ETj >20 GeV

lA.R~jl >0.7 lARjll >0.7

PT >20 GeV ET[<45 GeV

arise from production and decay of the standard model processes WC) in

which a W is produced in association with a charm quark c that is mistaken
for a b; Wj, in which a W is produced in association with a hadronic jet that
mimics a b; Wb~; WCZ and single-top-quark production via Wg fusion. For
these background processes, we work with tree-level matrix elements obtained
from MADGRAPH [9] convolved with leading-order CTEQ4L [5] parton dis-
tribution functions, at a hard scattering scale p2 = $. In an experimental
analysis, the Wj background will be normalized by the data. To simulate
the resolution of the hadron calorimeter, we smear the jet energies with a

Gaussian whose Width is AEj/Ej = 0.80/@@ 0.05 (added in quadrature).
“ We simulate the acceptance of the detector by using the selections listed

in Table 1. The assumed coverage in rapidity for taggable b-quark jets and
leptons is smaller for run I than for run H. However, the signal and back-

ground are similar in shape in these variables, and thus S/B is not sensitive
to this cut. The lepton must be isolated from any jets, as defined by a cone of

radius AR, or it is considered missed. Similarly, an isolation cut is used for
the b-quark jet in order to help identify it. We assume a b-tagging efficiency
of 60?I0(50Y0for run I) with a mistag rate of 1570 for charm quarks and 0.570

for light quarks [10]. Missing momentum is identified with a massless particle
whose three-momentum balances that of the b-quark and the lepton.

As expected from the primary decay, ;I + b+ ~~, the distribution in the
transverse energy ET of the b quark is peaked sharply near the maximum
value allowed cinematically. The spectrum of the background b quark is soft,
and thus we impose a hard cut (ETb >40 GeV) on the minimum ET of the b-
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Figure 3: The reconstructed-mass M distribution for single-top-squark pro-
duction plus background (S+ II) at the Tevatron (W = 2 TeV) for a
top-squark mass mz = 242 GeV. Also shown is a decomposition of the to-
tal background (B) into it’s major components, all W jet modes (Wj) and

single-top-quark production (t). The coupling A“ = 0.03 produces the mini-
mum signal for a 5U significance at this mass.

quark jet. For larger values of mz this cut would be optimized by raising the
minimum ET6. The b-jet becomes too soft to be detected if naz < m;l + ~~t.
This contributes to a lower limit on mz below which our proposed search
mode is not useful.

The background horn single-top-quark production will produce a peak
in any mass reconstruction. We utilize the fact that single top-quarks are
often produced with extra hard jets, and we impose a ‘~et veto”. We require

that there be no hard jets in the hadron calorimeter (E’~j >20 GeV, Iql <
2.5), beyond the one that is b-tagged. After the jet veto, the remaining
background is due almost entirely to misidentified charm and light-quark
jets from WC and Wj production. The transverse energy of the lepton tends
to be relatively soft for the signal at low mz, whereas it peaks around 40 GeV
when it comes from the W in the background. A cut to remove hard leptons,
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signific~ce of the single-top-squark signal (S/@) inFigure 4: Statistical
run II of the Tevatron (W = 2 TeV, 2 fb-l ) versus J“ for a variety of
top-squark masses.

with ET1>45 GeV, reduces the background by a factor of 2 with little effect
on the signal at low masses. The final significance for the signal at run 11 is
barely changed by this ‘lepton veto”, but it is especially helpful for the run I

data.

Shown in Fig. 3 is an example of the signal and background. For this

- = 242 GeV and A“ = 0.03. The mass variable is defined as M2 =case) %
(p’’+~~ + PX)2 where the Pb and P1are the four-momenta of the b and lepton.
The four-momentum Px is defined such that its three-momentum balances
that of the b and lepton, and P; s O. The clearly discernible signal in Fig. 3
would constitute a discovery at the level of 5a with an integrated lurn@osity
of 2 fb-l at W = 2 TeV. When mz is reduced to 183 GeV, the signal and

background spectra peak at about the same location, and sensitivity to the
signal begins to be lost.

Examination of the structure of the cross section involving ~-conserving
decay modes reveals that as J“ grows, the decrease in branching fraction is
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Figure 5: Lower limits on discovery (S/@= 5), evidence (S/@= 3), and
95%confidence-level exclusion (S/@= 1.96) for A’’versus top-squark mass
in run I of the Tevatron (W = 1.8 TeV, 110 pb-l), and in run II (W= 2
TeV, 2 fb-l).

compensated by the increase in cross section. As depicted in Fig. 4,

(3)

where ~(l?p) is a constant times the branching flaction into &-conserving

modes. As J“ ~ oo, the cross section goes to a constant; whereas, when ~“ ~
O the cross section decreases as ]A’’12. The relationship S/~ cc lA’’]2/@,
valid for small ~“, implies a lower limit on the values of J“ that can be probed.
On the other hand, this relationship highlights an insensitivity to variations
in the estimate of the background.

In Fig. 5, we show the reach in A“ for 180< rni <325 GeV. With an

integrated luminosity of 2 fb-l at w = 2 TeV, discovery at the level of 5a
is possible provided that A“ > 0.02–0.05. Otherwise, a 9570 confidence level
exclusion can be set for A“ > 0.01-0.03. For the lower integrated Iuminosit y

and energy of the existing run I data, values of A“ >0.03-0.2 can be excluded
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at the 9570 confidence level if nzz =180-285 GeV.

We conclude that, as long as the &-conserving decay ~1 ~ b~~ + lu~f is

allowed, it should be possible to discover the top squark or to reduce the lower
limit on J“ by two orders of magnitude at run 11 of the Fermilab Tevatron,
for 180 < mz < 325 GeV and A#ij >0.02-0.05. Existing data from run I
of the Tevatron should allow a reduction of the limit on A“ by an order of

magnitude. With such a reduction, one can establish that ~-violating decay

is unlikely and rule out most of the possible influence of the top squark on
single-top-quark production and decay.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, High Energy

Physics Division, under Contract No. W-31-109-Eng-38.
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